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messaGe FROm Ombudsman

Investor anxiety persisted in 2010 as confidence in financial intermediaries 
continued to fade. the economic crisis has also impaired communication, with 
tension high in customers’ queries and industry’s replies.

Requests for information and enquiries reflected the wariness of investors, 
who needed to know more about promises made on certain products or 
confirm the legitimacy of certain offers boasted in aggressive advertisements 
such as those for Forex operations, confidently asserting easy returns, which 
triggered many queries and led the amF to publish another alert on the risks 
of certain websites specialised in this market.

mediation requests held recurring complaints about lack of information and 
advice, regardless of the type of product and the legal framework of the subs-
cription, demonstrating that in spite of more stringent regulations, namely the 
markets in Financial Instruments directive and efforts made by industry pro-
fessionals to improve adviser training, there is still room for improvement 
before marketing practices fully satisfy expectations. a troublesome example 
was displayed in 2010 when structured funds marketed by a high-street bank 

led subscribers to complain that they had not been correctly informed on the nature of the product, which they only dis-
covered when reading the prospectus, sent after they had already subscribed. the year 2010 also saw a growing number 
of legacy cases filed by successors whose parents, at the end of their lifetime and in a declining state of health, had made 
risky and inappropriate investments, leading their offspring to claim compensation.

Financial professionals and regulators are searching for ways to improve the situation, but efforts must be intensified. 
moving in this direction, there has been spontaneous support for european initiatives such as the preparation of a simple 
and concise document for investors, the Key Investor Information document, applicable to both collective investment 
schemes and packaged retail investment products.

the amF is contributing to these changes and has made development of the mediation process, to serve both professio-
nal and retail investors, one of its main lines of action, pursuing the objectives in its new strategy proposals and the 
european drive in this direction. In a report by the working group set up to improve investor compensation in cases of 
market misconduct, the group recommended giving priority to out-of-court dispute settlements and, with regards to  
amF mediation, took up the ombudsman’s proposals based on four lines of improvement: first, raise public awareness of 
amF mediation; second, initiate amF mediation sooner when a dispute arises; third, systematically engage mediation 
procedures when a large number of similar disputes have been reported; and lastly, develop cooperation with courts by 
allowing the judge to call on the amF ombudsman during judicial mediation proceedings.

 

Madeleine Guidoni  
amF ombudsman
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a | medIatIOn depaRtment

1 |  aims deFined by law

pursuant to article L. 621-19 of the monetary and Financial Code: “The Authority shall be authorised to receive claims 
relating to matters within its jurisdiction from any interested party and to deal with them appropriately. When necessary, 
it shall propose out-of-court settlements of the disputes brought to its attention, via conciliation or mediation.

Submitting a dispute to the Autorité des marchés financiers (AMF) to find an out-of-court settlement shall entail suspen-
sion of the statute of limitations for civil and administrative proceedings. The statute shall apply again once the AMF 
declares the mediation finished. The AMF shall cooperate with foreign authorities for out-of-court settlement of cross-
border disputes.

The Authority may propose amendments to laws and regulations dealing with disclosures to holders of financial instru-
ments and the public, markets in financial instruments and the status of investment services providers”. 

the ombudsman’s activity is carried out in the broader european context stemming from Commission Recommendation 
98/257/eC of 30 march 1998 on the principles applicable to the bodies responsible for out-of-court settlement of consu-
mer disputes. these principles are independence, confidentiality, transparency, adversarial procedures, effectiveness (the 
procedure must be easily accessible, free and quick), legality and liberty, since mediation is a voluntary process that either 
party may drop out of at any time.

they are upheld in the amF mediation Charter, which was updated in 2010.

a europe-wide network for out-of-court settlement of consumer disputes was created through a european Council Reso-
lution on 25 may 2000. under this mechanism, the Commission is notified of all national bodies responsible for out-of-
court settlement and mediation that comply with the principles of the 1998 and 2001 Recommendations (on out-of-court 
bodies involved in the consensual settlement of consumer disputes not covered by the 1998 Recommendation). Following 
this notification, these bodies can become full members of the european Consumer Centres network (eCC-net).

alongside eCC-net, the european Commission set up the Financial dispute Resolution network (FIn-net) in February 
2001 as part of the Financial services action plan (Fsap).

Following its notification to the Commission, the amF ombudsman participates in FIn-net, where it is a member of the 
steering Committee.

through its activities, the mediation department helps the amF keep a watchful eye on financial markets and protect 
public savings effectively. the department contributes to investor information and the amF’s educational action by explai-
ning the authority’s role to the public and the industry professionals concerned and by helping to improve professional 
practices and regulations.
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2 |  ORGanisatiOn and missiOns

In the wake of its new strategy proposals, in 2010 the amF created the Retail Investor Relations division, and transferred 
the mediation department to this division.

the department team has five legal advisers working with the ombudsman and two assistants.

the mediation department has two main tasks: answering enquiries and handling mediation requests.

•  In dealing with enquiries, the department answers technical questions from individual investors in any of the areas 
under amF jurisdiction. It also handles any reports and accusations received, using the information reported to issue 
warnings to the public about unlawful marketing. these warnings are usually backed up by testimony submitted to law 
enforcement authorities establishing the unlawful provision of investment services or unlawful direct marketing.

•  Mediation requests are sent to the department when parties seek out-of-court settlement of disputes between custo-
mers and investment services providers or issuers.

there is also a telephone helpline for the public that operates on tuesday and thursday afternoons to answer the most 
urgent requests and questions about ongoing cases. the helpline also refers callers to the competent authorities where 
appropriate.

some matters fall outside of the amF’s jurisdiction and therefore outside of the ombudsman’s scope of action.

this is the case for questions about life-insurance policies and banking disputes relating to bank accounts, savings 
accounts and term deposits, as well as bank lending. matters relating to the enforcement and interpretation of tax laws 
also fall outside of the amF’s jurisdiction.

3 |  QueRies ReCeived and pROCessinG methOds

most of the queries come from mainland France and France’s overseas possessions. Queries are sent through the post or 
filed using the three online forms (for enquiries, mediation requests and reports). these forms are directly accessible from 
the amF website (www.amf-france.org), on the “ombudsman” page.

Of the 1,397 queries received in 2010, 686 (or 49%) were made using online forms, showing a rising use of this method 
for submitting queries (35% in 2009).

most queries were submitted by retail investors (individuals acting alone).

Requests from other authorities or administrations rose from 5% to 7%, while requests from other sources remained 
constant. the increase can be explained by activity from the joint unit established with the prudential supervision autho-
rity, the aCp, in the second half of 2010, who submitted queries relating to financial instruments that did not involve 
insurance products. Cases presented by lawyers or consumer organisations, however, remained at the same level as last 
year.
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b | the yeaR In FIguRes

1 | QueRies

the mediation department received 1,397 queries in 2010, including 1,001 enquiries and 396 mediation requests.

as of 31 december 2010, the annual number of queries received was down compared to the previous year, when 2,029 
queries were received, including 1,294 enquiries and 735 mediation requests.

the breakdown of queries into enquiries and mediation requests changed slightly between 2009 and 2010, where enqui-
ries accounted for 72% of the total and mediation requests 28%, compared to 64% and 36% in 2009.

these figures should be analysed keeping in mind that the Retail Investor Relations division was created during this 
period, and subsequently opened the amF investors’ helpline epargne Info service to also handle queries from individuals. 
the impact of the joint unit created with the aCp should also be considered, as this entity was able to handle entry-level 
queries that were previously addressed to the amF and centralised by the mediation department as queries from retail 
investors.

the year’s figures were also affected by the portion of queries relating to investment products that were processed and 
resolved to the satisfaction of customers by mediators from credit institutions whose jurisdiction was extended to this area 
in 2008.

the telephone helpline that operates twice a week (except during the month of august, due to summer holidays) fielded 
829 calls, compared to 1,165 calls in 2009.

Administrations and 
other authorities   7%

Lawyers,
3%   associations and ISPs  

Queries received in 2010

 
90%   Individual investors 

Source: AMF
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2 | CaselOad

the mediation department handled 1,561 cases in 2010, including 1,041 enquiries and 520 mediation requests.

a | Enquiries

Calls to the telephone helpline between 1 January and 31 december 2010

 
90%   Individual investors 
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Situation at 31 december 2010

number of enquiries handled 1,041

enquiries received within the last month 86%

enquiries received more than one month previously 14%

Source: AMF

Situation at 31 december 2010

number of mediation cases closed 520

Requests received within the last 6 months 74%

Requests received more than 6 months previously 26%

Source: AMF

the department handled 1,041 enquiries between 1 January and 31 december 2010, compared with 1,291 in 2009, and 
closed 86% within a month of being received.

b | Mediation requests
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between 1 January and 31 december 2010, 520 mediation requests were handled, compared with 887 in 2009. the 
department closed 74% of cases within six months of the start of the procedure.

this six-month period starts when the ombudsman receives the first letter, but this letter is never enough to trigger the 
mediation procedure per se. the acknowledgement of receipt for their first letter always asks complainants to provide 
further documents and clarification. It also includes a copy of the mediation Charter, which explains how the case will be 
examined.

the cases that the mediation department does not close within six months are more complex or involve several parties, 
such as a custodian and an investment management company, or an issuer and a financial intermediary. 

sometimes the information or documentation requested is hard to obtain for some reason – for example, the events in 
question occurred a long time ago or the service provider has changed in the meantime.

Of the 520 mediation cases resolved in 2010, agreements were reached in 40% of the cases that were considered on their 
merits. 

Out-of-court settlements may take the form of a rectification (i.e. the contested transaction or the account transfer is 
cancelled), total or partial compensation for losses incurred or the payment of a sum of money to the customer. In each 
case, the settlement is a conciliatory gesture on the part of the company in question, and does not imply any 
acknowledgement of liability.

although no formal settlement is necessarily reached, the mediator-led procedure may improve the relationship between 
the customer and the company in question. by simply asking the company to provide explanations or to state its position 
on an issue, the ombudsman’s intervention can often restore an interrupted business relationship between two parties. 

as was the case in 2009, not a single mediation case was closed because a company failed to respond to the ombudsman’s 
request for explanations. this shows that the alternative dispute settlement procedure has won unanimous acceptance 
by industry professionals, who appreciate its positive effects.

the effects of the financial crisis have persisted, however, and the parties involved continued to follow the same trend 
observed in 2009, often making harsher demands and less generous settlement proposals in more complex and relentless 
disputes.
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C | tOpICs COveRed by the Ombudsman

1 |  main tOpiCs OF Calls tO the telephOne helpline

tO
pi

C
s

Role of amF  
and the 
ombudsman’s 
department

Collective 
investment 
schemes and 
discretionary 
management

issuers, 
corporate 
finance

Financial 
instruments market matters

Order reception 
and 
transmission

account 
management, 
custody

marketing and 
investment 
advice

Q
u

es
ti

O
n

s

> Investigation
> penalties (no 
compensation 
power, fines paid to 
the treasury or the 
guarantee fund)
> Running 
mediation 
procedures
> Ombudsman’s 
powers

> Lack of 
information or 
advice when selling 
a product or service
> authorisation of 
products and 
management 
companies
> Complaints about 
CIs management or 
failure to comply 
with investment 
objectives
> Changes during 
the life cycle of a CIs 
(authorisation)
> CIs subscription 
and redemption 
procedures
> eligible events for 
early release of 
employee savings 
plan assets
> execution of the 
contract (best-effort 
vs. performance 
clauses, termination 
clauses)

> terms and 
procedures of 
corporate finance 
transactions (public 
tender offers, capital 
increases, stock 
splits, reverse splits, 
etc.)
> progress of 
corporate finance 
transactions 
(approval, timetable, 
settlement, etc.)
> agms (reception 
of documents, 
quorum, etc.)
> notifiable 
shareholdings
> Liquidation 
procedures
> definition of 
qualified investor
> notion of 
concerted action
> Regulatory 
disclosures

> Characteristics 
and operation of 
stock warrants and 
certificates
> Operation of 
tracker funds
> Characteristics of 
CFds
> nature of rights 
issues and stock 
warrants
> distinction 
between bearer 
securities and 
registered securities
> dividends 
(payment delays, 
optional dividends, 
etc.)

> Reservations
> trading 
suspensions
> procedures for 
cancelling trades on 
euronext
> eligibility for 
deferred settlement
> problems with 
market undertaking
> market abuse
> Operation and 
regulation of marché 
Libre, alternext, 
mtF
> ban on shorting 
financial stocks

> Order 
characteristics
> Regulations 
relating to deferred 
settlement (hedging, 
extension, etc.)
> period for 
retaining recordings 
of telephone 
conversations
> miFId 
questionnaire
> notion of best 
execution

> Custody fees
> transfer or closure 
of account
> mishandling of 
corporate actions
> deposit insurance 
funds

> Reports of 
unlawful practices
> verification of 
authorisations
> Questions about 
warnings issued by 
the amF
> Requirements for 
financial investment 
advisers or direct 
marketers

2 |  Cases dealt with by the Ombudsman

the cases that come in are recorded in the department’s own database and broken down into 10 general subject areas: 

• collective investment schemes

• discretionary management

• order transmission and execution 

• custody account keeping

• issuers and corporate finance

• general market matters

• financial instruments (other than collective investment schemes)

• direct marketing, advice on asset management and financial investment

• role of the AMF

• miscellaneous topics.
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a | Enquiries and mediation requests by subject area

b | Enquiries by subject area

5%  Divers  

7%  Divers  

Démarchage, conseillers 
en gestion de patrimoine 

et en investissements financiers  6%

Démarchage, conseillers 
en gestion de patrimoine et
en investissements financiers  9%

Réception, 
transmission d’ordres  14%

Réception, 
transmission d’ordres  9%

Gestion sous mandat, 
produits collectifs  29%

Gestion sous mandat, 
produits collectifs  16%

From 1 January to 31 december 2010

From 1 January to 31 december 2010

Émetteurs, opérations  
financières, fonctionnement 
général des marchés, 

46%   instruments financiers

Émetteurs, opérations  
financières, fonctionnement 
général des marchés, 

59%   instruments financiers

Source: AMF

Source: AMF

Miscellaneous 
topics

Miscellaneous 
topics

Direct marketing,  
advice on asset management 

and financial investment

Direct marketing,  
advice on asset management 

and financial investment

Order reception and 
transmission

Order reception and 
transmission

Collective investment 
schemes, discretionary 

management

Collective investment 
schemes, discretionary 

management

Issuers, corporate finance,  
general market matters,  
financial instruments

Issuers, corporate finance,  
general market matters,  
financial instruments
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c | Mediation cases by subject area

d | exampLes OF enQuIRy tOpICs

1 | CORpORate FinanCe tRansaCtiOns

Corporate finance transactions always elicit numerous requests for explanations concerning the timetable, applicable 
regulations and the role of the amF.

squeeze-outs, for instance, gave way to many enquiries that challenged the legitimacy of this procedure, often qualified 
as “private expropriation”, and investors sought to clarify the amF’s responsibility in these matters. 

to explain the significance of amF approval, the mediation department reminded investors that approval is granted when 
the amF is satisfied that the document is complete and comprehensible, and that the information it contains is coherent. 
this does not imply approval of the timeliness of the transaction, nor does it authenticate the accounting and financial 
information presented in the prospectus.

prices set in a squeeze-out were also frequently criticized as being unfavourable to minority shareholders. the mediation 
department explained to investors that an independent appraiser is systematically appointed by the company in question 
to prepare a report on the financial terms of the offer or transaction, and that this report is included in the prospectus 
available on the websites of both the amF and the company.

Investors regularly submitted questions on reverse stock splits initiated by companies and the practical procedures invol-
ved in the process. For example, a specific question was raised by investors operating through the deferred settlement 
service on shares that had been revalued following a reverse split during the trading month. the mediation department 
replied that the reverse split would take place after delivery of the revalued shares, the last trading day of the month.

Divers  15%   

Tenue de compte 
conservation  13%

Réception, 
transmission d’ordres  13%

From 1 January to 31 december 2010

Gestion sous mandat, 
59%   produits collectifs

Source: AMF

Miscellaneous 
topics

Account management - 
custody

Order reception  
and transmission

Collective investment 
schemes, discretionary 
management
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2 | maRket anOmalies

many investors asked the mediation department to investigate or mediate what they considered to be market anomalies, 
which they qualified as price manipulation or insider dealing in some cases.

When letters received concerning these issues contain information that warrants further investigation, they are passed on 
to the relevant specialised departments at the amF. In 2010 over 100 complaints of this type were submitted to the 
Investigations and market surveillance division.

many complaints and requests for investigations about unusual price movements referred to stocks traded on the marché 
Libre. Retail investors remain unfamiliar with the features of this market, which is not a regulated market as defined in 
article L. 421-1 of the monetary and Financial Code, and therefore is not subject to the provisions of book vI of the amF 
general Regulation on market abuse.

3 | RepORts OF unlawFul pRaCtiCes

Investors sometimes report suspicious direct marketing practices and dubious offers of investment services (often on the 
Internet) to the amF. these reports are filed by direct victims of such practices, by investors seeking further information 
before buying products or by investors who merely wish to report their suspicions to the amF to contribute to investor 
protection.

If the reported practices reach a certain scale and have caused other european regulators to issue alerts concerning 
activities conducted in their respective countries, the amF publishes warnings on its website that are then picked up by 
the press. three news releases on this type of activity were published in 2010 concerning genius Funds, global Interna-
tional trading and traders International Return network.

If the practices are prosecutable offences, the case is referred to the prosecutor’s office and the department monitors 
subsequent developments.

a growing number of investors are tempted to invest on Forex, particularly influenced by the aggressive advertising 
methods used by the market players in question. the mediation department systematically recommends that, before 
making any contact, investors check that the aCp has authorised the relevant company to provide the proposed servi-
ces.

the first alerts on Forex were published by the amF in 2004, followed by subsequent warnings in 2008 and 2009. given 
the new outbreak of suspicious practices on this market in 2010, another news release was published to remind retail 
investors to keep up their guard on Forex operations involving CFds (contracts for difference).

When mediation department investigation has confirmed that a reported practice is unlawful, it urges investors calling 
the helpline or making enquiries not to respond to these investment proposals.

several retail investors contacted the amF to express their doubts concerning investment proposals publicised by a ger-
man company. the amF informed them that it had not delivered any authorisation to sell these products in France and 
that the company had not been authorised to conduct direct marketing activities or provide investment services in 
France.

the amF also drew their attention to the fact that, outside germany, the investment proposal seemed reserved for qua-
lified investors and that no authorisation for public offers had been granted in other countries, as was indicated in an 
advertisement on the company’s website.

Industry professionals, primarily financial investment advisers, regularly report information to the department concerning 
individuals and companies offering investment services without meeting the legal and regulatory requirements for under-
taking such activities.
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4 | QuestiOns RelatinG tO the madOFF aFFaiR

the mediation department continued to receive enquiries from investors concerning the madoff affair.

most queries were submitted by investors residing in France, unit holders of open-ended investment companies (sICav) 
operating under Luxemburg law, who wished to obtain information on winding-up proceedings conducted by a foreign 
authority and who had been invited to contact the sICav liquidators directly.

5 | anti-mOney laundeRinG QuestiOnnaiRe

along with questions that continued to come in concerning the Investor Questionnaire, prepared pursuant to the market 
in Financial Instruments directive (miFId), in 2010 the mediation department also received enquiries on the anti-money 
Laundering Questionnaire, which left certain customers and banking institutions, especially long-standing customers, ill 
at ease. 

the mediation department explained to investors that current regulations reinforced obligations imposed on investment 
services providers in these matters, particularly article R. 561-12 of the monetary and Financial Code and the Order of 2 
september 2009 issued by the minister of the economy, Industry and employment. 

Investors that had contacted the amF for details on the information required by their financial intermediaries were infor-
med by the mediation department that although there is no exhaustive list, requested data could include their profession, 
income, and any other information necessary to calculate their assets.

they were informed that according to article L. 567-8 of the monetary and Financial Code, if the financial intermediary 
does not obtain this information, it “cannot execute any transactions, regardless of the procedure, and cannot establish 
or pursue any business relationship”.

6 |  maRket-makinG FOR waRRants, CeRtiFiCates and exChanGe tRaded Funds (etFs)

as in previous years, many investors made enquiries about market-making for warrants and certificates, as well as etFs, 
also known as tracker funds.

In responding to these enquiries, the mediation department often has to remind investors how these products work, 
telling them about knock-out options, valuation, and other issues. It has also had to explain the functioning of liquidity 
provision agreements that euronext paris signs with market members. 

Investors also made enquiries about market-making for tracker funds, the department advising them to read the prospec-
tus carefully and to obtain information directly from market makers.

some investors asked questions about tracker fund performance, focusing particularly on leverage over a given period and 
the ex-dividend effect.

7 | tRadinG suspensiOns

under article 4404/2 of book I of the euronext Rules, the market undertaking may suspend trading in any security in 
order to prevent or halt disorderly market conditions, either on its own initiative or at the reasoned request of the relevant 
issuer. It may also suspend trading at the request of a competent authority. trading suspensions are announced in a 
euronext paris market notice, which describes the origin of and reasons for the suspension, the date it takes effect and 
the requirements for lifting the suspension. Failing that, the notice states that trading is suspended until further notice. 
there is no time limit on trading suspensions.
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this is a recurring issue and 2010 was no exception, as once again many investors complained about not receiving infor-
mation after a trading halt or suspension, especially when they have lasted for months or even years. this is the case when 
trading is suspended pending a press release from the issuer or when news of court-ordered reorganisation or winding-up 
proceedings is released belatedly.

difficulties in this area are exacerbated if the shares are delisted from euronext paris’s eurolist but the company is not 
removed from the trade and Companies Register. In such cases the holdings cannot be deleted from customer accounts 
and customers have to pay custody fees to their custodians.

8 | investinG in hOldinG COmpanies tO ReduCe wealth tax

the mediation department received queries from persons who had made investments to lower their wealth tax bill and 
wished to be informed on the reduction in this tax break.

anticipating the tax relief repeal written into the government’s 2011 finance bill, the amF published a news release on  
26 October 2010 to draw investors’ attention to the effective date of the reduction of certain tax breaks.

the amF advised investors to stay informed on this issue and also recalled that amF approval of a product does not imply 
that subscribers automatically benefit from the various tax relief measures advertised by the management company, since 
any tax breaks depend on the product’s compliance with certain investment rules, the share holding-period requirements 
and the subscriber’s tax situation.

e | exampLes OF medIatIOn tOpICs

1 | FinanCial pROduCt maRketinG methOds

the main topic involved in mediation requests was again, in 2010, marketing methods used to promote financial products 
to retail investors. subscribers complained about being strongly encouraged to invest without having received clear and 
comprehensive information and without any warning as to the risks incurred. Investors reported that they frequently did 
not receive the simplified prospectus before subscribing, while following the recommendations of their adviser. 

this type of claim involves all financial products, since retail investors often are not knowledgeable in stock exchange 
matters. this explains why mediation requests regularly focus on losses incurred on non-managed personal equity plans 
(pea) which the holders thought were managed plans when they opened their account.

Likewise, the drop in market value of stock purchased when it appeared on the market was often the source of many 
compensation claims, even when investment services providers had correctly fulfilled their information and advice obliga-
tions.

Cases involving structured funds also revealed that subscribers were completely unaware of the specific characteristics of 
these products. many investors often discovered at maturity that this type of fund guarantees only their principal, exclu-
ding entry fees, and that additional returns are based on a formula that follows the performance of one or more indices 
or of a basket of shares. the investment guarantee advanced by the adviser, coupled with very aggressive sales literature 
and an attractive name suggesting that the product would perform well under all circumstances, as long as the holding 
period was respected, often led investors to expect substantial returns.
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the mediation department continued to be very busy in 2010 with cases involving a structured fund subscribed in 2001 
and 2002. at the end of 2010, the number of these cases reached 423, and the department succeeded in closing 341 of 
them. Financial institutions proposed compensation for 223 cases. Only 70 customers refused this offer, considering the 
amount insufficient, and preferred taking the case to court. the mediation success rate reached 45%. 

analysis of the cases revealed that the average amount invested in this fund was €24,000, coming from secure invest-
ments (passbook savings accounts, homebuyer savings plans, homebuyer passbook savings accounts, popular passbook 
savings accounts, etc.), as well as from legacies and redundancy payments, investments made to build up additional 
retirement assets, or to pay for education or property acquisition in the medium term.

Compensation was generally based on the performance that would have resulted from a secure investment, such as a 
passbook savings account.

as in previous years, the mediation department also received a large number of claims from retail investors that had 
subscribed to innovation funds (FCpI). the investors, who lost nearly 90% of their initial investment in certain cases, 
blamed poor management of the fund and a lack of information from the institution at the time of subscription, particu-
larly with regards to the risks involved, their attention being focused only on performance levels and tax breaks. 

disputes relating to contracts for difference (CFds) have started to appear in enquiries. the mediation department recei-
ved an enquiry from a French resident involving a disagreement with a british company with a branch office in France, 
concerning closing of the positions the investor had taken on CFds. the investor considered that he had incurred a loss 
because the company had left him less than 15 minutes to cover his position, and he therefore claimed compensation. 
When the mediation department questioned the company on this case, it replied that it could not engage in mediation 
proceedings conducted by the amF’s ombudsman since customer complaints in its French branch office came under the 
jurisdiction of the british financial ombudsman “in compliance with rules stipulated by the Financial services authority”, 
which was stated in its contracts. the impact of this decision is not negligible, since the company in question is one of the 
more active players on this market and CFds have been sold quite successfully to retail investors. the amF has already 
issued alerts concerning these products.

2 | the best exeCutiOn ReQuiRement

In 2010, for the first time, the mediation department received cases relating to the best execution requirement imposed 
on investment services providers, requiring that orders be executed at the best possible price for the customer.

stipulated in articles L. 533-18 to L. 533-20 of the monetary and Financial Code and articles 314-69 to 314-75-1 of the 
amF general Regulation, the obligation to act in the best interest of the customer is based on previous provisions (former 
article L. 533-4, 2 of the monetary and Financial Code), but is now applied with a broader scope, since orders may be 
executed in several different locations.

In one of the cases handled, an investor had given two buy-limit orders for two foreign bonds, which had not been exe-
cuted. When the investor made a claim to his financial intermediary, the professional’s reply was that the investor’s orders 
had been given on a foreign market and due to a lack of liquidity on this market, they had not been able to execute the 
orders. 

When the customer renewed the order a few months later, specifying a given place of execution, the order was still not 
executed. the mediation department questioned the financial intermediary on this matter, and they finally accepted to 
execute the complainant’s request according to his instructions, also accepting to cover the transaction costs.
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3 | disCRetiOnaRy manaGement

Complainants in these cases highlighted failure to comply with the terms of the management mandate and, more gene-
rally, failure by the firms providing discretionary management services to provide information. Claims involving manage-
ment fees and “outperformance” commissions were also received quite frequently.

Investors find it difficult to admit that asset managers are under a best-effort obligation, not an absolute performance 
requirement, and although losses may be incurred, this is not sufficient to establish mismanagement and claim compen-
sation.

Confusion is even greater when the signed agreement refers to “advisory management”, in which customers have the sole 
responsibility for their investments, implying that the service provided actually only consists in receiving and transmitting 
orders and providing investment advice that the investor can take or leave.

F | ReCent deveLOpments In medIatIOn

1 | euROpean develOpments

In 2010 FIn-net was asked to respond to european surveys and consultations launched the year before. 

at the plenary meeting held on 30 march 2010 in brussels, a report was presented analysing the responses to the pro-
posed harmonised methodology for classifying and reporting consumer complaints and enquiries.

the purpose of the harmonised methodology is to use consumer complaints as a key indicator of internal market perfor-
mance so that european and national authorities can improve marketing practices and establish new rules to meet 
consumer expectations.

the amF ombudsman responded to this consultation by stating that the proposed tool did not feature the same functio-
nality as the application used by the mediation department and would not allow the department to handle its casework 
appropriately. at the meeting held in march 2010, the european Commission presented the final architecture of this 
method, in the hopes that it would be adopted by most european partners.

In 2009 the european Commission set out to conduct a study on alternative dispute resolution systems in europe. 
published in October 2009, the conclusions revealed the existence of 750 systems of this type in the member states, with 
very diversified legal statuses and only 60% of them notified to the european Commission. Certain systems produce 
recommendations, others render decisions that may be binding. some systems aim to reach a consensual agreement 
between the parties without establishing a formal opinion. most of them are free of charge for the consumer and handle 
an endlessly growing number of queries (530,000 in 2008) within 90 days. as regards collective disputes, adR systems 
have limited experience and only a few have organised collective representative action.

On 27 november 2008, the european Commission published the green paper on Consumer Collective Redress and laun-
ched consultation on the subject. Consumer organisations concluded in favour of measures to guarantee the existence of 
judicial proceedings for collective redress in all member states, whereas representatives of professionals clearly indicated 
that they did not support actions leading to binding decisions in these matters.

professionals declared that alternative dispute resolution systems should be preferred over judicial collective redress. 
Consumer representatives supported the idea of establishing a judicial collective redress mechanism as a complementary 
solution when alternative dispute resolution systems fail to reach a settlement, but also felt that the existence of these 
alternative systems should encourage professionals to turn to out-of-court settlement systems more often.
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the european Commission reaffirmed its support for giving alternative dispute resolution systems a major role in settling 
both individual and collective disputes. It therefore set out to determine whether or not FIn-net members felt capable of 
handling mass claims, whether they had already done so, and if so, using what methods.

the amF took this opportunity to present its mediation practices, previously described in the ombudsman’s response to 
the green paper on Consumer Collective Redress, as it had already handled a large number of disputes pertaining to the 
same initiating event, such as large-scale marketing of a financial product, while maintaining an individual analysis of 
each case. 

several FIn-net members also reported similar experiences, all members emphasising the fact that this process constitu-
ted an individualised collective settlement, inasmuch as the similarities in the disputes did not outweigh the specific fea-
tures of each case (age, objectives, experience in financial matters, origin of funds, etc.).

during this meeting, european Commission representatives indicated that the Commission would soon be initiating a new 
consultation process on collective redress(1) that has since been published.

2 | dOmestiC develOpments

a |  Transposition of Directive 2008/52/EC of 21 May 2008 on certain aspects of civil and commercial 
mediation

In addition to cross-border disputes, this directive also aims to cover mediation procedures applied within each nation. 
transposition work, supervised by the ministry of Justice, must be completed before 21 may 2011. the overall system aims 
to integrate the diversity of existing systems into a common general framework that provides the same guarantees as 
judicial proceedings, building on the basic principles of alternative dispute resolution, such as the impartiality and powers 
of the mediator, confidentiality, and the voluntary nature of the procedure.

b | Initiatives taken by public authorities and economic actors in favour of mediation

Following the Consumer Forum held in France on 26 October 2009, public authorities set up the Consumer mediation 
Commission, supervised by the national Consumer Institute, to audit existing systems and define a professional code of 
conduct.

the idea put forward by the secretary of state for Consumer protection is that by 1 July 2012 any consumer who so wishes 
can contact a mediator, regardless of the business sector in question. professional organisations have therefore agreed to 
create mediation services in several sectors where they do not yet exist, such as the automotive and tourist sectors.

the French business federation Mouvement des Entreprises de France (medeF) continues its active participation in deve-
lopment of mediation mechanisms and is leading concerted discussions within its Consumer Commission and the media-
tor Forum that it supervises, to promote quality mediation services in each sector of the economy.

this action led to preparation of a document on “principles and Criteria for efficient Consumer mediation” in september 
2010, describing the various conditions required to achieve effective and plausible mediation.

In January 2011 business professionals initiated a survey on mediation systems and their development in response to the 
conclusions of the Consumer Forum. an Internet portal dedicated to consumer/business relations, with significant space 
devoted to mediation systems, was also created on the medeF website(2).

(1) http://ec.europa.eu/justice/news/consulting_public/news_consulting_public_en.htm 

(2) www.conso-confiance.fr 
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approved consumer associations took part in these initiatives and have proven more willing to turn to mediation now that 
they have witnessed the benefits to their members, in terms of both cost and the time required to reach a settlement. the 
partnership guide signed in 2009 with the Club of public service Ombudsmen (see appendix 6), updated once a year, 
lays the basis for effective cooperation, showing the way to good practice.

c | Promoting mediation through the Club of Public Service Ombudsmen

since February 2007, the amF ombudsman has been a member of this informal club, created in april 2002 to discuss 
practices, reflect on issues and make proposals for promoting mediation both in France and at the european level, since 
some of the Club members are also FIn-net members.

the Club has fifteen members, united by a shared conception of institutional mediation that is set out in the Club Char-
ter.

In 2010 the Club changed its legal status to become an association and launched a website project to give its members 
a forum to increase public exposure. It also set up a mediation training course and developed its relations with approved 
consumer associations.

It participated in debate on transposing the directive, focusing on certain aspects of civil and commercial mediation and 
also contributed to the creation of the Consumer mediation Commission.

d |  Working group report on investor compensation

the report(3) from the working group co-chaired by Jacques delmas-marsalet and martine Ract-madoux, members of the 
amF board, is consistent with the amF’s new strategy proposals, one of which was to improve compensation for retail and 
institutional investors. the amF ombudsman participated in this work and presented its activity and certain lines of action 
in the final report.

this document put forward three sets of recommendations:

•  The first consists in giving precedence to out-of-court settlement of disputes. The group recommends improving out-of-
court dispute settlement procedures at financial institutions; developing amF mediation; and making sure that amica-
ble and court-awarded compensation are treated equally in terms of insurance and taxation.

•  The second recommendation consists in incorporating the objective of investor compensation into the AMF’s internal 
procedures, especially during enforcement proceedings and when implementing the administrative settlement powers 
recently granted to the amF. 

•  The third recommendation involves organising the AMF’s contribution to solving the problems raised by judicial com-
pensation in the investment and financial sectors by allowing the amF to provide the civil courts with evidence that may 
be useful in assessing respondents’ liability, and organising the amF’s participation in the evaluation of losses to be 
compensated.

In addition to these recommendations, the report examined how some form of collective action might be adapted to the 
investment and financial sphere if a specific procedure to this effect were to be introduced into French law.

(3) the report on compensation for retail and institutional investors is directly available (in French) on the amF website 
(www.amf-france.org).
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the working group also encouraged promoting amF mediation service by targeting four objectives:

•  Raise public awareness of AMF mediation. To ensure that all investors are treated equally and fairly and give financial 
professionals the ultimate option of using out-of-court settlements ro resolve disputes with their customers, the working 
group considered that it was important to increase public awareness of amF mediation procedures by:

–  conducting targeted communication campaigns for broader public exposure of amF mediation, with particular focus 
on both retail and professional investors;

–  informing investors that they can refer to the amF ombudsman, in areas within its jurisdiction, whenever a financial 
professional partially or completely refuses to accept a claim;

–  providing information on how to contact the amF ombudsman as early as possible, for example in the agreement 
signed when opening an account.

•  Accelerate the mediation process. The working group emphasised that financial institutions should be required to res-
pond to saver and investor claims within a set deadline to accelerate the mediation process. Creating this deadline 
would allow retail and professional investors who are not satisfied with the institution’s reply to contact the amF 
ombudsman sooner. When a financial institution decides to partially or completely reject a claim, the department han-
dling the case should be obliged to inform investors that they have the option of contacting the institution’s own 
mediation service or the amF ombudsman. 

•  When a financial institution receives a large number of enquiries involving the same issue, it should be required to 
systematically inform the amF ombudsman of the number of similar enquiries received and how it intends to handle 
these cases. the working group underlined that the role of mediation is to establish a global approach to handling 
similar disputes, for example, in questions involving how banking networks market financial products, especially collec-
tive investment schemes and structured funds, which could lead the way to a single solution for compensating losses 
incurred by several hundreds of investors.

•  Allow courts to call on the AMF ombudsman during judicial mediation proceedings. The working group considered that 
the development of amF mediation services also required formally organising ways to cooperate with judicial authori-
ties in civil matters. It supported the possibility of calling in the amF ombudsman during judicial mediation, which would 
not require any changes to existing legal texts.

developing recourse to mediation was recommended in the amF’s new strategic proposals and specified in the report on 
investor compensation. It is supported by a favourable general context in which the european Commission, public autho-
rities and economic actors are calling for alternative dispute resolution systems.

Impartiality of the ombudsman deserves special attention: it must be guaranteed by statute, with independence of the 
office itself ensured through mediation rules and the allocation of sufficient and appropriate means.

In financial issues, mediation can provide a global approach to similar disputes, making it a useful complement to collec-
tive redress actions, a possibility that is regularly contemplated in France. the ombudsman’s office is a unique watchtower 
for observing industry practices. expanding its reach can only further the amF’s knowledge of both retail and institutional 
investors’ expectations and help the regulator fulfil its mission.
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OFFiCial JOuRnal l 115 , 17/04/1998 p. 0031 - 0034

98/257/eC: Commission Recommendation of 30 march 1998 
on the principles applicable to the bodies responsible for  
out-of-court settlement of consumer disputes(*)  
(text with eea relevance)

the COmmIssIOn OF the euROpean COmmunItIes,

having regard to the treaty establishing the european Community and in particular article 155 thereof,

Whereas the Council, in its conclusions approved by the Consumer affairs Council of 25 november 1996, emphasised the 
need to boost consumer confidence in the functioning of the internal market and consumers’ scope for taking full advan-
tage of the possibilities offered by the internal market, including the possibility for consumers to settle disputes in an 
efficient and appropriate manner through out-of-court or other comparable procedures;

Whereas the european parliament, in its resolution of 14 november 1996(1), stressed the need for such procedures to 
meet minimum criteria guaranteeing the impartiality of the body, the efficiency of the procedure and the publicising and 
transparency of proceedings and called on the Commission to draft proposals on this matter;

Whereas most consumer disputes, by their nature, are characterised by a disproportion between the economic value at 
stake and the cost of its judicial settlement; whereas the difficulties that court procedures may involve may, notably in the 
case of cross-border conflicts, discourage consumers from exercising their rights in practice;

Whereas the “green paper on the access of consumers to justice and the settlement of consumer disputes in the single 
market”(2) was the subject of wide-ranging consultations whose results have confirmed the urgent need for Community 
action with a view to improving the current situation;

Whereas the experience gained by several member states shows that alternative mechanisms for the out-of-court settle-
ment of consumer disputes – provided certain essential principles are respected – have had good results, both for consu-
mers and firms, by reducing the cost of settling consumer disputes and the duration of the procedure;

Whereas the adoption of such principles at european level would facilitate the implementation of out-of-court procedures 
for settling consumer disputes; whereas, in the case of cross-border conflicts, this would enhance mutual confidence 
between existing out-of-court bodies in the different member states and strengthen consumer confidence in the existing 
national procedures; whereas these criteria will make it easier for parties providing out-of-court settlement services esta-
blished in one member state to offer their services in other member states;

(*) a communication on the out-of-court settlement of consumer disputes was adopted by the Commission on 30 march 1998.  
this communication, which includes this recommendation and the european consumer complaint form, is available on the Internet 
(http://europa.eu.int/comm/dg24).

(1) european parliament resolution on the Commission communication ‘action plan on consumer access to justice and the settlement 
of consumer disputes in the internal market` of 14 november 1996 (OJ C 362, 2. 12. 1996, p. 275).

(2) COm(93) 576 final of 16 november 1993.
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Whereas one of the conclusions of the green paper concerned the adoption of a Commission recommendation with a 
view to improving the functioning of the ombudsman systems responsible for handling consumer disputes;

Whereas the need for such a recommendation was stressed during the consultations on the green paper and was confir-
med during the consultation on the “action plan” communication(1) by a very large majority of the parties concerned;

Whereas this recommendation must be limited to procedures which, no matter what they are called, lead to the settling 
of a dispute through the active intervention of a third party, who proposes or imposes a solution; whereas, therefore, it 
does not concern procedures that merely involve an attempt to bring the parties together to convince them to find a 
solution by common consent;

Whereas the decisions taken by out-of-court bodies may be binding on the parties, may be mere recommendations or may 
constitute settlement proposals which have to be accepted by the parties; whereas for the purposes of this recommenda-
tion these various cases are covered by the term “decision”;

Whereas the decision-making body’s impartiality and objectivity are essential for safeguarding the protection of consumer 
rights and for strengthening consumer confidence in alternative mechanisms for resolving consumer disputes;

Whereas a body can only be impartial if, in exercising its functions, it is not subject to pressures that might sway its deci-
sion; whereas, therefore, its independence must be guaranteed without this implying the need for guarantees that are as 
strict as those designed to ensure the independence of judges in the judicial system;

Whereas, when the decision is taken by an individual, the decision-maker’s impartiality can only be assured if he can 
demonstrate that he possesses the necessary independence and qualifications and works in an environment which allows 
him to decide on an autonomous basis; whereas this requires the person to be granted a mandate of sufficient duration, 
in the course of which he cannot be relieved of his duties without just cause;

Whereas, when the decision is taken by a group, equal participation of representatives of consumers and professionals is 
an appropriate way of ensuring this independence;

Whereas, in order to ensure that the persons concerned receive the information they need, the transparency of the pro-
cedure and of the activities of the bodies responsible for resolving the disputes must be guaranteed; whereas the absence 
of transparency may adversely affect the rights of the parties and cause misgivings as to out-of-court procedures for 
resolving consumer disputes;

Whereas certain interests of the parties can only be safeguarded if the procedure allows them to express their viewpoints 
before the competent body and to acquaint themselves with the facts presented by the opposing party and, where appli-
cable, the experts’ statements; whereas this does not necessarily necessitate oral hearings of the parties;

Whereas out-of-court procedures are designed to facilitate consumer access to justice; whereas, therefore, if they are to 
be effective, they must remedy certain problems associated with court procedures, such as high fees, long delays and 
cumbersome procedures;

(1) action plan on consumer access to justice and the settlement of consumer disputes in the internal market, COm(96) 13 final of  
14 February 1996.
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Whereas, in order to enhance the effectiveness and equity of the procedure, the competent body must play an active role 
which allows it to take into consideration any element useful in resolving the dispute; whereas this active role is all the 
more important when, in the framework of out-of-court procedures, the parties in many cases do not have the benefit of 
legal advice;

Whereas the out-of-court bodies may decide not only on the basis of legal rules but also in equity and on the basis of 
codes of conduct; whereas, however, this flexibility as regards the grounds for their decisions should not lead to a reduc-
tion in the level of consumer protection by comparison with the protection consumers would enjoy, under Community law, 
through the application of the law by the courts;

Whereas the parties are entitled to be informed of the decisions handed down and of grounds for these decisions; whe-
reas the grounds for decisions are a prerequisite for transparency and the parties’ confidence in the operation of out-of-
court procedures;

Whereas in accordance with article 6 of the european human Rights Convention, access to the courts is a fundamental 
right that knows no exceptions; whereas since Community law guarantees free movement of goods and services in the 
common market, it is a corollary of those freedoms that operators, including consumers, must be able, in order to resolve 
any disputes arising from their economic activities, to bring actions in the courts of a member state in the same way as 
nationals of that state; whereas out-of-court procedures cannot be designed to replace court procedures; whereas, the-
refore, use of the out-of-court alternative may not deprive consumers of their right to bring the matter before the courts 
unless they expressly agree to do so, in full awareness of the facts and only after the dispute has materialised;

Whereas in some cases, and independently of the subject and value of the dispute, the parties and in particular the 
consumer, as the party who is regarded as economically weaker and less experienced in legal matters than the other party 
to the contract, may require the legal advice of a third party to defend and protect their rights more effectively;

Whereas, in order to ensure a level of transparency and dissemination of information on out-of-court procedures in line 
with the principles set out in the recommendation and to facilitate networking, the Commission intends to create a data-
base of the out-of-court bodies responsible for resolving consumer disputes that offer these safeguards; whereas the 
database will contain particulars communicated to the Commission by the member states that wish to participate in this 
initiative; whereas, to ensure standardised information and to simplify the transmission of these data, a standard infor-
mation form will be made available to the member states;

Whereas, finally, the establishment of minimum principles governing the creation and operation of out-of-court procedu-
res for resolving consumer disputes seems, in these circumstances, necessary at Community level to support and supple-
ment, in an essential area, the initiatives taken by the member states in order to realise, in accordance with article 129a 
of the treaty, a high level of consumer protection; whereas it does not go beyond what is necessary to ensure the smooth 
operation of out-of-court procedures; whereas it is therefore consistent with the principle of subsidiarity,
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ReCOmmends

that all existing bodies and bodies to be created with responsibility for the out-of-court settlement of consumer disputes 
respect the following principles:

i | pRinCiple OF independenCe 

the independence of the decision-making body is ensured in order to guarantee the impartiality of its actions.

When the decision is taken by an individual, this independence is in particular guaranteed by the following measures:

–  the person appointed possesses the abilities, experience and competence, particularly in the field of law, required to 
carry out his function,

–  the person appointed is granted a period of office of sufficient duration to ensure the independence of his action and 
shall not be liable to be relieved of his duties without just cause,

–  if the person concerned is appointed or remunerated by a professional association or an enterprise, he must not, during 
the three years prior to assuming his present function, have worked for this professional association or for one of its 
members or for the enterprise concerned.

When the decision is taken by a collegiate body, the independence of the body responsible for taking the decision must 
be ensured by giving equal representation to consumers and professionals or by complying with the criteria set out 
above.

ii | pRinCiple OF tRanspaRenCy 

appropriate measures are taken to ensure the transparency of the procedure. these include:

1. provision of the following information, in writing or any other suitable form, to any persons requesting it:

–  a precise description of the types of dispute which may be referred to the body concerned, as well as any existing res-
trictions in regard to territorial coverage and the value of the dispute,

–  the rules governing the referral of the matter to the body, including any preliminary requirements that the consumer may 
have to meet, as well as other procedural rules, notably those concerning the written or oral nature of the procedure, 
attendance in person and the languages of the procedure,

–  the possible cost of the procedure for the parties, including rules on the award of costs at the end of the procedure,

–  the type of rules serving as the basis for the body’s decisions (legal provisions, considerations of equity, codes of 
conduct, etc.),

–  the decision-making arrangements within the body,

–  the legal force of the decision taken, whereby it shall be stated clearly whether it is binding on the professional or on 
both parties. If the decision is binding, the penalties to be imposed in the event of non-compliance shall be stated, as 
shall the means of obtaining redress available to the losing party.

2. publication by the competent body of an annual report setting out the decisions taken, enabling the results obtained 
to be assessed and the nature of the disputes referred to it to be identified.

iii | adveRsaRial pRinCiple 

the procedure to be followed allows all the parties concerned to present their viewpoint before the competent body and 
to hear the arguments and facts put forward by the other party, and any experts’ statements.
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iv | pRinCiple OF eFFeCtiveness 

the effectiveness of the procedure is ensured through measures guaranteeing:

–  that the consumer has access to the procedure without being obliged to use a legal representative,

–  that the procedure is free of charges or of moderate costs,

–  that only short periods elapse between the referral of a matter and the decision,

–  that the competent body is given an active role, thus enabling it to take into consideration any factors conducive to a 
settlement of the dispute.

v | pRinCiple OF leGality 

the decision taken by the body may not result in the consumer being deprived of the protection afforded by the manda-
tory provisions of the law of the state in whose territory the body is established. In the case of cross-border disputes, the 
decision taken by the body may not result in the consumer being deprived of the protection afforded by the mandatory 
provisions applying under the law of the member state in which he is normally resident in the instances provided for under 
article 5 of the Rome Convention of 19 June 1980 on the law applicable to contractual obligations.

all decisions are communicated to the parties concerned as soon as possible, in writing or any other suitable form, stating 
the grounds on which they are based.

vi | pRinCiple OF libeRty 

the decision taken by the body concerned may be binding on the parties only if they were informed of its binding nature 
in advance and specifically accepted this.

the consumer’s recourse to the out-of-court procedure may not be the result of a commitment prior to the materialisation 
of the dispute, where such commitment has the effect of depriving the consumer of his right to bring an action before the 
courts for the settlement of the dispute.

vii | pRinCiple OF RepResentatiOn 

the procedure does not deprive the parties of the right to be represented or assisted by a third party at all stages of the 
procedure.

thIs ReCOmmendatIOn is addressed to the bodies responsible for the out-of-court settlement of consumer disputes, to 
any natural or legal person responsible for the creation or operation of such bodies, as well as to the member states, to 
the extent that they are involved.

done at brussels, 30 march 1998.
For the Commission
Emma Bonino
member of the Commission
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monetary and Financial Code

article L. 621-19

the authority is authorised to receive claims relating to matters within its jurisdiction from any interested party and to deal 
with them appropriately. When appropriate, it proposes amicable resolution of the disputes brought to its attention, via 
conciliation or mediation. 

the limitation period in civil and administrative proceedings shall cease to run when a dispute is referred to the autorité 
des marchés financiers for out-of-court resolution. It shall resume once again when the autorité des marchés financiers 
has declared that the mediation procedure is terminated. 

the autorité des marchés financiers cooperates with its foreign counterparts with a view to out-of-court resolution of 
cross-border disputes.

It may formulate proposals for amendments to the laws and regulations concerning the information provided to holders 
of financial instruments and the public, the financial instruments markets and the status of investment service providers. 
each year, it draws up a report to the president of the Republic and parliament which is published in the Official Journal 
of the French Republic.

the chairman of the autorité des marchés financiers is heard, when they so request, by the Finance Committees of the 
two assemblies and may ask to be heard by them.

appendIx 2
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mediation Charter

article L. 621-19 of the monetary and Financial Code states: “the autorité des marchés financiers is authorised to receive 
claims relating to matters that fall within its jurisdiction from any interested party, and to deal with them appropriately.

When relevant, it proposes an out-of-court settlement of the disputes brought to its attention, via conciliation or media-
tion.

submitting a dispute to the autorité des marchés financiers (amF) to find an out-of-court settlement shall entail suspen-
sion of the statute of limitations for civil and administrative proceedings. It starts to run again when the autorité des 
marchés financiers declares the mediation as ended.

the autorité des marchés financiers cooperates with foreign stock market regulators in the resolution of cross-border 
disputes”.

under this text, the ombudsman receives and examines mediation requests submitted to the autorité des marchés finan-
ciers.

impaRtiality OF the Ombudsman

as part of the autorité des marchés financiers, an independent public authority, the ombudsman is endowed with the 
necessary means to carry out mediation in a neutral and impartial manner. the ombudsman has its own budget. It cannot 
receive orders concerning the individual cases handled under its responsibility.

COntaCtinG the Ombudsman

direct access to the ombudsman is guaranteed and contact information is easy to obtain. the ombudsman may be contac-
ted by any individual or legal entity disputing an individual claim that comes under the jurisdiction of the autorité des 
marchés financiers. the mediation process is free of charge.

pRiOR aCtiOn

a claim may only be brought to the attention of the ombudsman when a prior action has been taken against the invest-
ment services provider or issuer, and the complaint has remained unanswered or has been rejected either totally or par-
tially.
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the mediatiOn pROCess

the ombudsman may only undertake the mediation procedure with the consent of both parties.

In principle, mediation lasts three months from the time when all useful evidence has been supplied to the ombudsman 
by the parties.

the mediation procedure is an adversarial procedure. It is carried out in writing, but the ombudsman may decide to hear 
the parties separately or together.

the ombudsman and the parties are bound by the strictest obligations of confidentiality.

leGal aCtiOn

both parties retain the right to bring the dispute in front of the courts at any time. should this be the case, any exchange 
that has taken place during the mediation procedure may not be used or submitted to the courts.

end OF the mediatiOn pROCeduRe

the mediation procedure ends either by an out-of-court settlement, or by the statement of a persistent disagreement, or 
the withdrawal of one of the parties. Whatever the outcome of the procedure, the ombudsman informs the parties, in 
writing, of the end of its intervention.

publiC nOtiCe and annual RepORt

amF media publications provide the public with the opportunity to learn about the mediation process and provide ins-
tructions on how to contact the ombudsman. an annual report reviewing the ombudsman’s mediation activities is sub-
mitted to the amF board for publication.
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directive 2008/52/eC of the european parliament and  
of the Council of 21 may 2008 on certain aspects of mediation 
in civil and commercial matters

the euROpean paRLIament and the COunCIL OF the euROpean unIOn,

having regard to the treaty establishing the european Community, and in particular article 61(c) and the second indent 
of article 67(5) thereof,

having regard to the proposal from the Commission,

having regard to the Opinion of the european economic and social Committee(1),

acting in accordance with the procedure laid down in article 251 of the treaty(2),

whereas:

[1] the Community has set itself the objective of maintaining and developing an area of freedom, security and justice, in 
which the free movement of persons is ensured. to that end, the Community has to adopt, inter alia, measures in the field 
of judicial cooperation in civil matters that are necessary for the proper functioning of the internal market.

[2] the principle of access to justice is fundamental and, with a view to facilitating better access to justice, the european 
Council at its meeting in tampere on 15 and 16 October 1999 called for alternative, extra-judicial procedures to be crea-
ted by the member states.

[3] In may 2000 the Council adopted Conclusions on alternative methods of settling disputes under civil and commercial 
law, stating that the establishment of basic principles in this area is an essential step towards enabling the appropriate 
development and operation of extrajudicial procedures for the settlement of disputes in civil and commercial matters so 
as to simplify and improve access to justice.

[4] In april 2002 the Commission presented a green paper on alternative dispute resolution in civil and commercial law, 
taking stock of the existing situation as concerns alternative dispute resolution methods in the european union and ini-
tiating widespread consultations with member states and interested parties on possible measures to promote the use of 
mediation.

[5] the objective of securing better access to justice, as part of the policy of the european union to establish an area of 
freedom, security and justice, should encompass access to judicial as well as extrajudicial dispute resolution methods. this 
directive should contribute to the proper functioning of the internal market, in particular as concerns the availability of 
mediation services.

[6] mediation can provide a cost-effective and quick extrajudicial resolution of disputes in civil and commercial matters 
through processes tailored to the needs of the parties. agreements resulting from mediation are more likely to be com-
plied with voluntarily and are more likely to preserve an amicable and sustainable relationship between the parties. these 
benefits become even more pronounced in situations displaying cross-border elements.

(1) JO C 286 du 17.11.2005, p. 1.

(2) Opinion of the european parliament of 29 march 2007 (OJ C 27 e, 31.1.2008, p. 129). Council Common position of 28 February 
2008 (not yet published in the Official Journal) and position of the european parliament of 23 april 2008 (not yet published in the 
Official Journal).

OFFiCial JOuRnal l 136 , 24/05/2008 p. 0003 - 0008
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[7] In order to promote further the use of mediation and ensure that parties having recourse to mediation can rely on a 
predictable legal framework, it is necessary to introduce framework legislation addressing, in particular, key aspects of 
civil procedure.

[8] the provisions of this directive should apply only to mediation in cross-border disputes, but nothing should prevent 
member states from applying such provisions also to internal mediation processes.

[9] this directive should not in any way prevent the use of modern communication technologies in the mediation pro-
cess.

[10] this directive should apply to processes whereby two or more parties to a cross-border dispute attempt by themsel-
ves, on a voluntary basis, to reach an amicable agreement on the settlement of their dispute with the assistance of a 
mediator. It should apply in civil and commercial matters. however, it should not apply to rights and obligations on which 
the parties are not free to decide themselves under the relevant applicable law. such rights and obligations are particularly 
frequent in family law and employment law.

[11] this directive should not apply to pre-contractual negotiations or to processes of an adjudicatory nature such as 
certain judicial conciliation schemes, consumer complaint schemes, arbitration and expert determination or to processes 
administered by persons or bodies issuing a formal recommendation, whether or not it be legally binding as to the reso-
lution of the dispute.

[12] this directive should apply to cases where a court refers parties to mediation or in which national law prescribes 
mediation. Furthermore, in so far as a judge may act as a mediator under national law, this directive should also apply to 
mediation conducted by a judge who is not responsible for any judicial proceedings relating to the matter or matters in 
dispute. this directive should not, however, extend to attempts made by the court or judge seised to settle a dispute in 
the context of judicial proceedings concerning the dispute in question or to cases in which the court or judge seised 
requests assistance or advice from a competent person.

[13] the mediation provided for in this directive should be a voluntary process in the sense that the parties are themselves 
in charge of the process and may organise it as they wish and terminate it at any time. however, it should be possible 
under national law for the courts to set time-limits for a mediation process. moreover, the courts should be able to draw 
the parties’ attention to the possibility of mediation whenever this is appropriate.

[14] nothing in this directive should prejudice national legislation making the use of mediation compulsory or subject to 
incentives or sanctions provided that such legislation does not prevent parties from exercising their right of access to the 
judicial system. nor should anything in this directive prejudice existing self-regulating mediation systems in so far as these 
deal with aspects which are not covered by this directive.

[15] In order to provide legal certainty, this directive should indicate which date should be relevant for determining 
whether or not a dispute which the parties attempt to settle through mediation is a cross-border dispute. In the absence 
of a written agreement, the parties should be deemed to agree to use mediation at the point in time when they take 
specific action to start the mediation process.

[16] to ensure the necessary mutual trust with respect to confidentiality, effect on limitation and prescription periods, and 
recognition and enforcement of agreements resulting from mediation, member states should encourage, by any means 
they consider appropriate, the training of mediators and the introduction of effective quality control mechanisms concer-
ning the provision of mediation services.

OFFiCial JOuRnal l 136 , 24/05/2008 p. 0003 - 0008
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[17] member states should define such mechanisms, which may include having recourse to market-based solutions, and 
should not be required to provide any funding in that respect. the mechanisms should aim at preserving the flexibility of 
the mediation process and the autonomy of the parties, and at ensuring that mediation is conducted in an effective, 
impartial and competent way. mediators should be made aware of the existence of the european Code of Conduct for 
mediators which should also be made available to the general public on the Internet.

[18] In the field of consumer protection, the Commission has adopted a Recommendation(1) establishing minimum quality 
criteria which out-of-court bodies involved in the consensual resolution of consumer disputes should offer to their users. 
any mediators or organisations coming within the scope of that Recommendation should be encouraged to respect its 
principles. In order to facilitate the dissemination of information concerning such bodies, the Commission should set up a 
database of out-of-court schemes which member states consider as respecting the principles of that Recommendation.

[19] mediation should not be regarded as a poorer alternative to judicial proceedings in the sense that compliance with 
agreements resulting from mediation would depend on the good will of the parties. member states should therefore 
ensure that the parties to a written agreement resulting from mediation can have the content of their agreement made 
enforceable. It should only be possible for a member state to refuse to make an agreement enforceable if the content is 
contrary to its law, including its private international law, or if its law does not provide for the enforceability of the content 
of the specific agreement. this could be the case if the obligation specified in the agreement was by its nature unenfor-
ceable.

[20] the content of an agreement resulting from mediation which has been made enforceable in a member state should 
be recognised and declared enforceable in the other member states in accordance with applicable Community or national 
law. this could, for example, be on the basis of Council Regulation (eC) no 44/2001 of 22 december 2000 on jurisdiction 
and the recognition and enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters(2) or Council Regulation (eC) no 
2201/2003 of 27 november 2003 concerning jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement of judgments in matrimo-
nial matters and the matters of parental responsibility(3).

[21] Regulation (eC) no 2201/2003 specifically provides that, in order to be enforceable in another member state, agree-
ments between the parties have to be enforceable in the member state in which they were concluded. Consequently, if 
the content of an agreement resulting from mediation in a family law matter is not enforceable in the member state where 
the agreement was concluded and where the request for enforceability is made, this directive should not encourage the 
parties to circumvent the law of that member state by having their agreement made enforceable in another member 
state.

[22] this directive should not affect the rules in the member states concerning enforcement of agreements resulting from 
mediation.

[23] Confidentiality in the mediation process is important and this directive should therefore provide for a minimum 
degree of compatibility of civil procedural rules with regard to how to protect the confidentiality of mediation in any 
subsequent civil and commercial judicial proceedings or arbitration.

(1) Commission Recommendation 2001/310/eC of 4 april 2001 on the principles for out-of-court bodies involved in the consensual 
resolution of consumer disputes (OJ L 109, 19.4.2001, p. 56).

(2) OJ L 12, 16.1.2001, p. 1. Regulation as last amended by Regulation (eC) no 1791/2006 (OJ L 363, 20.12.2006, p. 1).

(3) OJ L 338, 23.12.2003, p. 1. Regulation as amended by Regulation (eC) no 2116/2004 (OJ L 367, 14.12.2004, p. 1).

OFFiCial JOuRnal l 136 , 24/05/2008 p. 0003 - 0008
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[24] In order to encourage the parties to use mediation, member states should ensure that their rules on limitation and 
prescription periods do not prevent the parties from going to court or to arbitration if their mediation attempt fails. mem-
ber states should make sure that this result is achieved even though this directive does not harmonise national rules on 
limitation and prescription periods. provisions on limitation and prescription periods in international agreements as imple-
mented in the member states, for instance in the area of transport law, should not be affected by this directive.

[25] member states should encourage the provision of information to the general public on how to contact mediators 
and organisations providing mediation services. they should also encourage legal practitioners to inform their clients of 
the possibility of mediation.

[26] In accordance with point 34 of the Interinstitutional agreement on better law-making(1), member states are encou-
raged to draw up, for themselves and in the interests of the Community, their own tables illustrating, as far as possible, 
the correlation between this directive and the transposition measures, and to make them public.

[27] this directive seeks to promote the fundamental rights, and takes into account the principles, recognised in particu-
lar by the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the european union.

[28] since the objective of this directive cannot be sufficiently achieved by the member states and can therefore, by 
reason of the scale or effects of the action, be better achieved at Community level, the Community may adopt measures 
in accordance with the principle of subsidiarity as set out in article 5 of the treaty. In accordance with the principle of 
proportionality, as set out in that article, this directive does not go beyond what is necessary in order to achieve that 
objective.

[29] In accordance with article 3 of the protocol on the position of the united Kingdom and Ireland, annexed to the treaty 
on european union and to the treaty establishing the european Community, the united Kingdom and Ireland have given 
notice of their wish to take part in the adoption and application of this directive.

[30] In accordance with articles 1 and 2 of the protocol on the position of denmark, annexed to the treaty on european 
union and to the treaty establishing the european Community, denmark does not take part in the adoption of this direc-
tive and is not bound by it or subject to its application,

have adOpted thIs dIReCtIve:

aRtiCle 1

Objective and scope

1. the objective of this directive is to facilitate access to alternative dispute resolution and to promote the amicable sett-
lement of disputes by encouraging the use of mediation and by ensuring a balanced relationship between mediation and 
judicial proceedings.

2. this directive shall apply, in cross-border disputes, to civil and commercial matters except as regards rights and obliga-
tions which are not at the parties’ disposal under the relevant applicable law. It shall not extend, in particular, to revenue, 
customs or administrative matters or to the liability of the state for acts and omissions in the exercise of state authority 
(acta iure imperii).

3. In this directive, the term “member state” shall mean member states with the exception of denmark.

(1) OJ C 321, 31.12.2003, p. 1.

OFFiCial JOuRnal l 136 , 24/05/2008 p. 0003 - 0008
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aRtiCle 2

Cross-border disputes

1. For the purposes of this directive a cross-border dispute shall be one in which at least one of the parties is domiciled or 
habitually resident in a member state other than that of any other party on the date on which:

a) the parties agree to use mediation after the dispute has arisen;

b) mediation is ordered by a court;

c) an obligation to use mediation arises under national law; or

d) for the purposes of article 5 an invitation is made to the parties.

2. notwithstanding paragraph 1, for the purposes of articles 7 and 8 a cross-border dispute shall also be one in which 
judicial proceedings or arbitration following mediation between the parties are initiated in a member state other than that 
in which the parties were domiciled or habitually resident on the date referred to in paragraph 1 a), b) or c).

3. For the purposes of paragraphs 1 and 2, domicile shall be determined in accordance with articles 59 and 60 of Regu-
lation (eC) no 44/2001.

aRtiCle 3

Definitions

For the purposes of this directive the following definitions shall apply:

a) “mediation” means a structured process, however named or referred to, whereby two or more parties to a dispute 
attempt by themselves, on a voluntary basis, to reach an agreement on the settlement of their dispute with the assis-
tance of a mediator. this process may be initiated by the parties or suggested or ordered by a court or prescribed by the 
law of a member state.

It includes mediation conducted by a judge who is not responsible for any judicial proceedings concerning the dispute 
in question. It excludes attempts made by the court or the judge seised to settle a dispute in the course of judicial pro-
ceedings concerning the dispute in question.

b) “mediator” means any third person who is asked to conduct a mediation in an effective, impartial and competent 
way, regardless of the denomination or profession of that third person in the member state concerned and of the way 
in which the third person has been appointed or requested to conduct the mediation.

aRtiCle 4

Ensuring the quality of mediation

1. member states shall encourage, by any means which they consider appropriate, the development of, and adherence to, 
voluntary codes of conduct by mediators and organisations providing mediation services, as well as other effective quality 
control mechanisms concerning the provision of mediation services.

2. member states shall encourage the initial and further training of mediators in order to ensure that the mediation is 
conducted in an effective, impartial and competent way in relation to the parties.

OFFiCial JOuRnal l 136 , 24/05/2008 p. 0003 - 0008
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aRtiCle 5

Recourse to mediation

1. a court before which an action is brought may, when appropriate and having regard to all the circumstances of the 
case, invite the parties to use mediation in order to settle the dispute. the court may also invite the parties to attend an 
information session on the use of mediation if such sessions are held and are easily available.

2. this directive is without prejudice to national legislation making the use of mediation compulsory or subject to incen-
tives or sanctions, whether before or after judicial proceedings have started, provided that such legislation does not pre-
vent the parties from exercising their right of access to the judicial system.

aRtiCle 6

Enforceability of agreements resulting from mediation

1. member states shall ensure that it is possible for the parties, or for one of them with the explicit consent of the others, 
to request that the content of a written agreement resulting from mediation be made enforceable. the content of such an 
agreement shall be made enforceable unless, in the case in question, either the content of that agreement is contrary to 
the law of the member state where the request is made or the law of that member state does not provide for its enfor-
ceability.

2. the content of the agreement may be made enforceable by a court or other competent authority in a judgment or 
decision or in an authentic instrument in accordance with the law of the member state where the request is made.

3. member states shall inform the Commission of the courts or other authorities competent to receive requests in accor-
dance with paragraphs 1 and 2.

4. nothing in this article shall affect the rules applicable to the recognition and enforcement in another member state of 
an agreement made enforceable in accordance with paragraph 1.

aRtiCle 7

Confidentiality of mediation

1. given that mediation is intended to take place in a manner which respects confidentiality, member states shall ensure 
that, unless the parties agree otherwise, neither mediators nor those involved in the administration of the mediation 
process shall be compelled to give evidence in civil and commercial judicial proceedings or arbitration regarding informa-
tion arising out of or in connection with a mediation process, except:

a) where this is necessary for overriding considerations of public policy of the member state concerned, in particular 
when required to ensure the protection of the best interests of children or to prevent harm to the physical or psycholo-
gical integrity of a person; or

b) where disclosure of the content of the agreement resulting from mediation is necessary in order to implement or 
enforce that agreement.

2. nothing in paragraph 1 shall preclude member states from enacting stricter measures to protect the confidentiality of 
mediation.

OFFiCial JOuRnal l 136 , 24/05/2008 p. 0003 - 0008
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aRtiCle 8

Effect of mediation on limitation and prescription periods

1. member states shall ensure that parties who choose mediation in an attempt to settle a dispute are not subsequently 
prevented from initiating judicial proceedings or arbitration in relation to that dispute by the expiry of limitation or pres-
cription periods during the mediation process.

2. paragraph 1 shall be without prejudice to provisions on limitation or prescription periods in international agreements 
to which member states are party.

aRtiCle 9

Information for the general public

member states shall encourage, by any means which they consider appropriate, the availability to the general public, in 
particular on the Internet, of information on how to contact mediators and organisations providing mediation services.

aRtiCle 10

Information on competent courts and authorities

the Commission shall make publicly available, by any appropriate means, information on the competent courts or autho-
rities communicated by the member states pursuant to article 6(3).

aRtiCle 11

Review

not later than 21 may 2016, the Commission shall submit to the european parliament, the Council and the european 
economic and social Committee a report on the application of this directive. the report shall consider the development 
of mediation throughout the european union and the impact of this directive in the member states. If necessary, the 
report shall be accompanied by proposals to adapt this directive.

aRtiCle 12

Transposition

1. member states shall bring into force the laws, regulations, and administrative provisions necessary to comply with this 
directive before 21 may 2011, with the exception of article 10, for which the date of compliance shall be 21 november 
2010 at the latest. they shall forthwith inform the Commission thereof.

When they are adopted by member states, these measures shall contain a reference to this directive or shall be accom-
panied by such reference on the occasion of their official publication. the methods of making such reference shall be laid 
down by member states.

2. member states shall communicate to the Commission the text of the main provisions of national law which they adopt 
in the field covered by this directive.
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aRtiCle 13

Entry into force

this directive shall enter into force on the 20th day following its publication in the Official Journal of the european 
union.

aRtiCle 14

Addressees

this directive is addressed to the member states.

done at strasbourg, 21 may 2008.
For the european parliament For the Council
the president the president
H.-G. Pöttering J. Lenarčič
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thank you letters

dear Ombudsman,

In your letter of 14th January, you informed me that you had contacted . . . . . . . . . . with regard to 
the disagreement between us concerning the subscription of . . . . . . . . . ., and that it had agreed to 
pay me the amount of €1,275 to reimburse my losses. as I have decided to accept this proposal, I 
contacted the investment services compliance officer of . . . . . . . . . ., as you suggested, to establish 
a formal agreement.

the agreement was signed by both parties and the promised amount has been paid. I have now 
left . . . . . . . . . ., where I was a customer for fifteen years and never experienced anything but red 
tape and disappointment.

I’m writing to express my heartfelt thanks for your decisive action that was essential in reaching an 
out-of-court settlement. I hope the authority that you represent will continue to incite financial 
institutions to operate more honestly and transparently. 

yours truly,

to the attention of mrs. madeleine guidoni

dear Ombudsman,

Following your letter dated 31 august 2010, please find enclosed the copy of the memorandum of 
understanding written by . . . . . . . . . . and signed by both parties on 2 July 2010, bringing our 
dispute to an end. 

thank you for your help and mediation, which allowed me to obtain satisfaction, as I feel that I 
was a victim of unfair treatment.

yours truly,
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to the attention of mrs. guidoni

dear Ombudsman,

thank you for contacting the bank . . . . . . . . . . concerning the disagreement I had with it over the 
purchase of securities.

thanks to your help, this problem has been resolved and the bank has authorised me to subscribe 
24 shares of . . . . . . . . . . at the price agreed when capital was increased by . . . . . . . . . .  
I subscribed these 24 shares at the price of €24.73 per share. the case is now closed. 

thank you again for your support. yours truly,

dear Ombudsman,

I am writing to inform you that following my claims letter of 4 september 2010, . . . . . . . . . . has 
consented to a settlement of €2,400, which I have accepted.

I wish to thank you for your time and the explanations provided by your colleague, which without 
a doubt contributed to settling this dispute.

yours truly,

dear Ombudsman,

It is my pleasure to inform you that the commitments made by . . . . . . . . . . involving 
reimbursement of the capital loss and the initial subscription commission fees for the . . . . . . . . . . 
common fund have been fulfilled.

I would like to express my gratitude for your help in coming to a settlement with this company.
yours truly,
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Contacts
 

How to contact the ombudsman?

Madeleine Guidoni 
Autorité des marchés financiers
17, place de la bourse – 75082 paris Cedex 02 – France

www.amf-france.org – Ombudsman Section

Investor helpline: tuesdays and thursdays, 2 p.m. – 4 p.m.

tel: 33 (0)1 53 45 64 64 – Fax: 33 (0)1 53 45 59 60
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